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Abstract

Radiocarbon (C) is a useful tracer for surface ocean circulation and mixing, which reflects air-sea CO exchange. We present radiocarbon marine reservoir ages (R) and corrections (ΔR) in Holocene inferred from 18 paired C and Th ages on fossil corals from Lanyu Island offshore eastern Taiwan. The results show large fluctuations in the ΔR value, with averages of -330 and -5 C yr for 6000–5100 yr BP and the past 150 years, respectively. The extremely young R in the mid-Holocene indicate a well-equilibrated North Equatorial Current (NEC), likely stemmed from enhanced air-sea interactions and strengthened Pacific Walker circulation. This suggests a larger E–W gradient across the Equatorial Pacific and hence La Niña-like condition, consistent with both model simulations and other paleo-proxy records. Combining the ΔR records in the northern South China Sea, the results imply an increasing influence of the NEC water on the subtropical western Pacific since the mid-Holocene.
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Abstract

Radiocarbon ($^{14}$C) is a useful tracer for surface ocean circulation and mixing, which reflects air-sea CO$_2$ exchange. We present radiocarbon marine reservoir ages (R) and corrections ($\Delta$R) in Holocene inferred from 18 paired $^{14}$C and $^{230}$Th ages on fossil corals from Lanyu Island offshore eastern Taiwan. The results show large fluctuations in the $\Delta$R value, with averages of -330 and -5 $^{14}$C yr for 6000–5100 yr BP and the past 150 years, respectively. The extremely young R in the mid-Holocene indicate a well-equilibrated North Equatorial Current (NEC), likely stemmed from enhanced air-sea interactions and strengthened Pacific Walker circulation. This suggests a larger E–W gradient across the Equatorial Pacific and hence a La Niña-like condition, consistent with both model simulations and other paleo-proxy records. Combining the $\Delta$R records in the northern South China Sea, the results imply an increasing influence of the NEC water on the subtropical western Pacific since the mid-Holocene.
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Plain Language Summary

The heat gradient across the Pacific Ocean induces the zonal winds, which were once important to the voyage and navigation in human history, and also plays a critical role on modulating global climate. However, its evolution through time is less known. Here we use radiocarbon in corals from the western Pacific as an archive of air-sea interaction which is influenced by wind speed, and in terms the heat gradient. The results show large variations in radiocarbon content over diverse timescales. This suggests a period of strong gradient 6000-5000 years ago and is consistent with other studies. The past 1000 years was inferred to have relatively weaker zonal winds, which could have been caused by more frequent occurrence of El Niño-Southern Oscillation events.

Key Points:

1. This study is the first to report temporally fluctuated $R/\Delta R$ in the western Pacific during the Holocene by paired coral $^{14}$C and $^{230}$Th ages.
2. The greatly reduced $\Delta R$ values in 6000-5000 yr BP imply a well-ventilated seawater and possibly a larger E–W gradient across the Pacific.
3. The identical $\Delta R$ from Lanyu and northern South China Sea in late Holocene suggests a dominant influence of the North Equatorial Current.
1. Introduction

The Pacific Walker Circulation (PWC) is an east–west overturning atmospheric circulation in the equatorial region that ascends in the west and descends in the east. It plays an important role in modulating global climate, because strong atmosphere-ocean interactions and heat transfer take place within this belt. In modern times, its interannual to decadal variabilities are closely linked to El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) and Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) (Hu et al. 2015; Kashino et al., 2009; Qiu, 2003). However, the dynamics of ENSO on longer timescales is still open to debate. Modeling and palaeoclimatic studies showed that El Niño frequency and amplitude reduced in the early to mid-Holocene (McGregor and Gagan, 2004; McGregor et al., 2008; Moy et al., 2002; Tudhope et al., 2001), whereas some studies (Zhang et al., 2014) suggested that frequent ENSO events occurred at that time, or that there was no systematic trend in ENSO frequency or strength in the Holocene (Cobb et al., 2013). Thus, understanding PWC variation not only affords an opportunity to resolve these conflicting views on ENSO, but is also important for climate projection.

Radiocarbon ($^{14}$C) is a useful tracer for seawater mass mixing (Broecker 2014; Burr et al., 2015; Druffel, 1997; Druffel & Griffin, 1999; Grottoli & Eakin, 2007; Hua et al., 2015; Ramos et al., 2019; Southon et al., 2002), which is always affected or accompanied by climatic events. The basic idea is that deep waters are $^{14}$C-depleted, while surface waters are relatively $^{14}$C-enriched. The $^{14}$C content of a regional water mass is distinctive, and generally depends on horizontal advection and vertical mixing processes. Changes of regional seawater $^{14}$C consequently indicate a change in oceanography or hydrology. In addition, the $^{14}$C content of a water mass can be used to determine an “age”, relative to the contemporaneous atmosphere. This is termed
the radiocarbon marine reservoir age (R). A location-specific R value can also be expressed as ΔR, the deviation from a global mean ocean reservoir age based on a model ocean that responds to known changes in atmospheric $^{14}$C (Stuiver et al., 1986). In general, higher R or ΔR values indicate more $^{14}$C depletion.

Coral skeletons have been widely used as high-resolution paleoclimate archives that have two significant advantages: (1) they can be precisely dated by both $^{14}$C and $^{230}$Th methods, and (2) they are widely distributed in the world oceans. Corals draw on dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) in seawater for calcification, and radiocarbon values in their skeletons closely reflect seawater DIC $^{14}$C values, independent of metabolic fractionation (Moyer & Grottoli, 2011; Nozaki et al., 1978). Therefore, corals are a good archive to study the radiocarbon variations caused by deep-water upwelling, air-sea interactions, and terrigenous discharges. Several previous coral studies have combined radiocarbon and $^{230}$Th dates to determine pre-bomb ΔR values in eastern Taiwan and the Ryukyu Islands (Araoka et al., 2010; Hirabayashi et al., 2017a).

Here we have reconstructed marine reservoir ages (R) and corrections (ΔR) over the past 6,000 years from Lanyu Island, a small island off the east coast of Taiwan, using paired $^{14}$C and U–Th dates from 18 fossil corals. The results show a remarkable variability in ΔR and challenge the assumption of constant ΔR through the mid- to late Holocene. We also compared our results with reported values from the northern South China Sea. The results suggest a changing air-sea interaction in the NEC, which is linked to easterly winds in the tropics and the Pacific Ocean conditions.

2. Study sites and materials
The main stream of the Kuroshio Current (KC) flows northward along the east coast of Taiwan with a transport rate of 15–47 Sv (1 Sv = 10^6 m^3 s^{-1}) depending on the season (Hsin et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2001; Liang et al., 2003). At minimum KC strength in winter, the North Equatorial Current (NEC) bifurcation shifts northward (Qu & Lukas, 2003), and the flow of NEC water into the northern SCS through the Luzon Strait increases (Yaremchuk & Qu, 2004) (Fig. 1a). The situation in summer is reversed when the southwest monsoon prevails. On multi-year timescales, a strong El Niño condition corresponds to a weaker PWC, a northward shift of the NEC bifurcation and a weaker KC (Masumoto & Yamagata, 1991; Tozuka et al., 2002). Kuroshio water then crosses the 121°E line and reaches the northern SCS, similar to winter conditions. Consequently, the KC is intensified and the penetration of KC into the northern SCS is reduced during stronger PWCs, such as La Niña and cold PDO phases.

Lanyu Island is situated at the northern end of the Luzon volcanic arc and is fringed by 2–3 levels of Holocene coral reef terraces (Inoue et al., 2011; Ota et al., 2015) (Fig. 1b). The area of Lanyu Island is ~50 square kilometers and has a population of only ~3000. There are no major rivers but a number of local creeks. Along the northern coast of Lanyu Island, nine large coral boulders were found at six sites on the lowest Holocene terrace (Ota et al., 2015) (Fig. 1b). Eighteen fossil Porites sp. corals (Fig. 1b) with less than 3% calcite content were selected for paired ^{14}C and U–Th age determinations. Considering the potential seasonal variations in R and ΔR, we combined coral fragments from a few growth bands (3–5 years).

The ^{14}C measurements were done by Beta Analytic, Inc. (Miami, FL), USA. Five replicate measurements were also analyzed at the Xi’an Accelerator Mass Spectrometry Center (XAAMS). For the U–Th dating, after crushing the coral
samples into segments, we then carefully picked out the most well-preserved pieces under magnification, and ultrasonically cleaned with ultrapure water. Procedures of U and Th chemical separation and purification are similar to those described by Edwards et al. (1987) and Shen et al. (2003). The U and Th isotopic measurements were performed on a Thermo Finnigan NEPTUNE MC-ICP-MS instrument in the High-Precision Mass Spectrometry and Environmental Change Laboratory (HISPEC), National Taiwan University. The determinations of $^{230}$Th ages followed the methods described by Shen et al. (2012).

3. Results

The $R$ and $\Delta R$ values for the pre-1950 Common Era (CE) coral samples were calculated as follows:

$$\Delta R(t) = \text{Measured } ^{14}C \text{ age} - \text{Marine model } ^{14}C \text{ age}(t) \quad (1),$$

$$R(t) = \text{Measured } ^{14}C \text{ age} - \text{Atmospheric } ^{14}C \text{ age}(t) \quad (2),$$

where $t$ denotes the $^{230}$Th age of coral in yr BP, and marine model and atmospheric $^{14}C$ ages are based on the Marine09 and IntCal09 curves, respectively (Reimer et al., 2009). In this study, U–Th dating provides the independent age estimates necessary to determine past $R$ and $\Delta R$ values. All errors of isotopic data and dates are given with two standard deviation (2$\sigma$) uncertainties, unless otherwise noted.

$\Delta ^{14}C$ values are also reported, which represent age- and $\delta ^{13}C$-corrected proportional differences from the radiocarbon content of a sample, compared to the 1950 atmosphere. The $\Delta R$ ($R$) values can be inferred from the $\Delta ^{14}C$ offset between Marine09 (IntCal09) curve and corals, which retained the $\Delta ^{14}C$ signal of local seawater. The coral $\Delta ^{14}C$ can be estimated by coupled calendar age and conventional radiocarbon age of each sample [after Stuiver and Polach, 1977]:
\[
\Delta^{14}C \text{ (‰)} = \left( \frac{e^{\lambda_1 t_1}}{e^{\lambda_2 t_2}} - 1 \right) \times 1000 \text{ (‰)}
\] (3),
where \( \lambda_1 \) is the decay constant based on the updated \(^{14}\)C half-life of 5730 years; \( t_1 \) is the calendar age (U-Th age in this study); \( \lambda_2 \) is the decay constant based on Libby’s half-life of 5568 years; \( t_2 \) is the reservoir (R)-corrected conventional radiocarbon age (without \( \Delta R \) correction in Beta Analytic Inc.’s analyses). A larger \( \Delta R \) value indicates a relatively older conventional marine \(^{14}\)C age and hence smaller \( \Delta^{14}C \) value, and vice versa.

All \( \delta^{234}\)U initial values are within the range of pristine coral aragonite (Stein et al., 1993; Stirling et al., 1995). The \(^{14}\)C and \(^{230}\)Th age results, and calculated R and \( \Delta R \) values are presented in Table 1. The R and \( \Delta R \) results show large fluctuations from 0 to 431 \(^{14}\)C yr and -343 to 47 \(^{14}\)C yr, respectively. On millennial timescales, \( \Delta R \) increased from about -300 \(^{14}\)C yr at 5–6 ka (\( n = 6 \)) to near 0 \(^{14}\)C yr for the most recent 150 years (\( n = 4 \)), while R ranged from 35 \(^{14}\)C yr in the mid-Holocene to 370 \(^{14}\)C yr in the most recent 150 years. Meanwhile, the skeletal \( \Delta^{14}\)C value moved from closer to the IntCal09 curve to within the realm of the Marine09 curve (Fig. 2).

The increase of \( \Delta R \) and R values since the mid-Holocene is likely not due to hard-water effect since the fringing reefs on Lanyu Island were developed on igneous rock basements. Superimposed on the long-term trend are multi-year fluctuations. For instance, \( \Delta R \) changed from 18 ± 38 \(^{14}\)C yr at 152 cal yr BP, and 47 ± 38 \(^{14}\)C yr at 144 cal yr BP, to -80 ± 38 \(^{14}\)C yr at 142 cal yr BP. The \( \Delta R \) were -43 ± 38 \(^{14}\)C yr at 3885 cal yr BP and -183 ± 40 \(^{14}\)C yr at 3862 cal yr BP. Hirabayashi et al. (2017a) reported similar variations at Ishigaki Island, varying from -136 ± 42 to 62 ± 50 \(^{14}\)C yr in the late 1940s. Strong temporal and spatial fluctuations in \( \Delta R \) values are observed in this region, which could be associated with ocean circulation, for example, as in the Bismarck Sea region (Petchey & Ulm, 2012).
4. Discussion

4.1. Regional short-term ΔR variability

ΔR values over the past 150 years from Lanyu Island is -5.3 ± 54 $^{14}$C yr (Table 1), consistent with the modern values of -36.0 $^{14}$C yr determined from Ishigaki Island and -36.6 $^{14}$C yr from Kikai Island (Hirabayashi et al., 2017a), as well as the mean value of 4.5 ± 37 $^{14}$C yr for Ishigaki Island in AD 1700-1900 (Araoka et al., 2010). The Lanyu’s value is also identical to those of -19 yr and -13 yr from Palau and Guam, respectively (Andrews et al., 2016; Glynn et al., 2013). All of the above sites are located within the North Pacific gyre and gyre-fed currents, including the NEC and KC, which have ample opportunity at the surface for $^{14}$C exchange with the atmosphere (Grottoli & Eakin, 2007; Mahadevan, 2001). ΔR is known to vary spatially and temporally due to the influence of regional hydrology, such as ocean circulation, upwelling, and river discharge. But the consistency of ΔR among sites suggests a common, predominant $^{14}$C source in the western Pacific. As Lanyu is a small offshore island, terrestrial influences on the coral radiocarbon content can be ignored. Meanwhile, there is no major upwelling nearby. Therefore, the ΔR fluctuation on Lanyu probably reflects the $^{14}$C content in seawater, carried by prevailing surface currents, i.e. the NEC and KC, in the neighborhoods of western Pacific.

Seasonal Δ$^{14}$C fluctuations have been reported in corals from Ishigaki Island, Palau (Philippines), and southern Taiwan (Hirabayashi et al., 2017b; Mitsuguchi et al., 2004; Ramos et al., 2019). Mitsuguchi et al. (2004) and Ramos et al. (2019) both explained the relatively low Δ$^{14}$C in summer by the southwesterly monsoon-induced local upwelling. We averaged seasonal variations in our data by using a mixture of
coral fragments across several growth bands to measure $^{230}$Th and $^{14}$C ages. On interannual timescales, Ramos et al. (2019) pointed out that the $\Delta^{14}$C difference between the northeastern Philippines and Guam mimics the meridional shift of the NEC bifurcation latitude (NBL), explained by the difference in transport velocities between the NEC and its branches. Moreover, larger $\Delta R$ values for the early 1900s from Palau, Guam and Okinawa have been also reported (Hirabayashi et al., 2017a; Southon et al., 2002; Yoneda et al., 2007). Hirabayashi et al. (2017a) attributed this so-called “early 20th-century positive-to-negative” shift in $\Delta R$ in the western Pacific to the influence of ENSO and PDO, because these two phenomena significantly affect the observed KC strength (Hu et al. 2015; Kashino et al., 2009; Qiu and Chen, 2010; Qiu, 2003), via a pressure difference from sea surface height changes (Ramos et al., 2019).

4.2. Centennial to millennial variability in $\Delta R$ values

A striking feature of the Lanyu results is the extremely low reservoir ages between 5950 and 5130 cal yr BP (Table 1). Large Holocene reservoir age shifts of this magnitude were reported in the South Pacific and South China Sea (SCS) (Burr et al., 2015; Hua et al., 2015; McGregor et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2010), albeit toward different directions. The regional sea level had reached the present level around 7 cal kyr BP (Liu et al., 2004), so the broad circulation pattern and geographical distribution then already resembled those of today (Kao et al., 2006). We thus excluded ocean circulation as the driver of this millennial change. Based on the coastal topography of Lanyu Island, possible change in coral habitat (Petchey and Clark, 2011), such as from lagoonal corals to open ocean equivalents, can also be ruled out. In fact, even if we conservatively consider a very low R values (<200 $^{14}$C
years) for a lagoonal setting, the observed long-term trend of ΔR/R in the Holocene will not change.

The skeletal Δ\(^{14}\)C value from Lanyu Island appeared to be closer to the IntCal09 curve (Fig. 2) during mid-Holocene. This implies a nearly pure atmospheric \(^{14}\)C signal and much intensified air-sea interactions, which could take place in the NEC, KC, or both. For the NEC, it associates with the trade winds. The stronger the easterly winds, the more intensified air-sea interaction and the more \(^{14}\)C contents in the surface NEC waters. For the KC, on top of the NEC inheritance, the East Asian summer monsoon (EASM) also affects the KC strength, as well as the upwelling activity and \(^{14}\)C contents in the northern SCS. In fact, a stronger EASM (Dykoski et al., 2005) associated with increased ΔR values in the northern SCS (Yu et al., 2010) was observed for the mid-Holocene. As a result, strengthening of the trade winds in the NEC and diminished EASM influence can both reduce the ΔR values in the western Pacific.

On centennial timescales, a ~280 \(^{14}\)C yr decrease in ΔR occurred during 3900–3400 cal yr BP, and ΔR subsequently returned to a value of -34 \(^{14}\)C yr in 3400–2700 cal yr BP (Fig. 3). Another similar ΔR fluctuation was observed in 950–150 cal yr BP with a decrease of ~140 \(^{14}\)C yr first and then an increase of ~230 \(^{14}\)C yr (Fig. 3). The amplitudes of the aforementioned fluctuations are conspicuous but are noticeably smaller than those reported from south Peru (Fontugne et al., 2004) and Papua New Guinea (McGregor et al., 2008), which were believed to sensitively reflect the upwelling activity in the eastern Pacific. An intriguing observation here is that the two centennial fluctuations are generally symmetric in time. This implies a fast-restoring system most likely due to tightly coupled ocean and atmosphere, which was mentioned in Burr et al. (2009).
4.3. Relationship between western Pacific $\Delta R$ and E–W Pacific gradient

Our results of reduced $R$ and $\Delta R$ values from Lanyu Island (Fig. 2 & 3) suggest enhanced air-sea interactions during the mid-Holocene, and support the hypothesis of reduced ENSO frequency and a persistently La Niña-like state, which are inferred from both modeling and proxy-based paleoclimate studies (Clement et al., 2000; Koutavas et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2000; McGregor et al., 2008; Toth et al., 2015). The physical mechanism is detailed below.

When the E–W Pacific gradient is larger, i.e. La Niña-like condition, the trade winds strengthen (Koutavas et al., 2002; Tian et al., 2018) alongside with enhanced air-sea interaction and long residence time at the surface, thus the NEC water reservoir age keeps decreasing as it flows westward. For the KC strength itself, modern observation suggests southward shift of the NEC bifurcation during La Niña periods, which associates with enforced Kuroshio transport east of Luzon (Masumoto and Yamagata, 1991; Tozuka et al., 2002) and diminished Kuroshio intrusion into the northern SCS (Qu et al., 2004). As a result, we speculate a relatively “poor-replenished SCS” under La Niña-like conditions during the mid-Holocene. An additional line of evidence is the SST offset between the western Pacific and northern SCS (Fig. 3).

The mechanism will evolve the other way around for a smaller E–W Pacific gradient, characterized with the El Niño regime. It causes a weaker KC east of Luzon, more Kuroshio water crossing the Luzon Strait (Chiang et al., 2010) and then an “open SCS”. The seawater in the subtropical western Pacific, including Lanyu Island and the northern SCS, would consequently have a uniform $\Delta^{14}C$ or $\Delta R$ value. This prospect matches the modern Lanyu and northern SCS $\Delta R$ values, and is further
supported by the indistinguishable SST between these two areas (Fig. 3). To
conclude, the ΔR from Lanyu Island reflects the $^{14}$C signature in the KC, whereas the
$^{14}$C content in the northern SCS was influenced by other regional factors during the
mid-Holocene, such as the EASM (Yu et al., 2010). Our hypothesis applicable
explains the contrast pattern of ΔR values between Lanyu Island and the northern SCS
over the past 6000 years. Our results also challenge the assumption of constant ΔR
values and have important applications for palaeoclimatological, archaeological, and
gEOHazard studies in the western Pacific regions in the future.

5. Conclusions

We presented radiocarbon marine reservoir ages (R) and regional marine
reservoir corrections (ΔR) from the Lanyu Island, eastern Taiwan, over the past 6000
years using paired $^{14}$C and $^{230}$Th dating on 18 fossil corals. The extremely low
reservoir ages and corrections in 6000–5100 cal yr BP indicate an enhanced E–W
Pacific gradient and air-sea interactions. This condition favored a La Niña-like status
in the Pacific basin, and likely produced an “isolated SCS” due to less Kuroshio
penetration. The uniform ΔR value from Lanyu and northern SCS during late
Holocene suggests an increased influence of the North Equatorial Current on the
northern SCS.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. (a) Geographical map of the western Pacific, with the route of the North Equatorial Current (NEC) and the Kuroshio Current (KC) shown as blue shadowed arrows. In the present day, the main stream of the KC flows northward off the eastern coast of Taiwan, but a westward branch may seasonally penetrate into the northern South China Sea. The locations of other ΔR records are also marked as white circles, with SST and monsoon records mentioned in the text as white triangles. (b) Geomorphic map of Lanyu Island with the six sampling sites along its northern coast. Modified from Ota et al. (2015). (KE, Kuroshio Extension; MC, Mindanao Current)

Figure 2. Comparison of Δ14C of Lanyu corals with the IntCal09 (dark gray) and Marine09 (light gray) curves. Insert is the ΔR data of Lanyu and Ryukyu Islands (Yoneda et al., 2007; Hirabayashi et al., 2017a) in the past 150 years. Age axis is based on U–Th and band-counting results for the Lanyu and Ryukyu corals, respectively. The hollow circles indicate the 5 replicates analyzed in XAAMS.

Figure 3. Comparison of the (c) Lanyu ΔR results (solid circles) with (b) SCS data (green hollow circles, Yu et al., 2010). The δ18O record from (a) Dongge cave, China, is shown in the upper panel as the proxy of Asian summer monsoon (Dykoski et al., 2005). Foraminifera Mg/Ca ratio-inferred SST are from two cores: (d) OR1715-21 (purple, Lo et al., 2013) and (e) NS02G (light green, Kong et al., 2014). (f) Gray line shows the ENSO frequency recorded in sediments from southern Ecuador (Moy et al., 2002). Red circles: radiocarbon dating analyzed by Beta Analytic, Inc.; blue circles: radiocarbon dating analyzed in XAAMS.
Figure 2
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Table 1. Results of marine reservoir age and corrections (R, ΔR) for Lanyu Island

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Conventional 14C age (14C yr BP)</th>
<th>U-Th age (yr BP)(^a)</th>
<th>Atmosphere modeled age (IntCal09, 14C yr BP)(^b)</th>
<th>Marine modeled age (Marine09, 14C yr BP)(^b)</th>
<th>R (14C yr)(^c,d)</th>
<th>ΔR (14C yr)(^c,d)</th>
<th>Δ14C (‰)(^e)</th>
<th>Marine modeled age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12-1</td>
<td>480 ± 30</td>
<td>101.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>113.2 ± 9.0</td>
<td>485 ± 24</td>
<td>367 ± 31</td>
<td>-5 ± 38</td>
<td>-46 ± 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-1-5</td>
<td>450 ± 30</td>
<td>142.2 ± 1.9</td>
<td>140.4 ± 8.0</td>
<td>530 ± 23</td>
<td>310 ± 31</td>
<td>-80 ± 38</td>
<td>-38 ± 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-1-2</td>
<td>580 ± 30</td>
<td>144 ± 17</td>
<td>148.8 ± 8.0</td>
<td>533 ± 23</td>
<td>431 ± 31</td>
<td>47 ± 38</td>
<td>-53 ± 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-1-1</td>
<td>560 ± 30</td>
<td>152.2 ± 2.2</td>
<td>186.6 ± 8.0</td>
<td>542 ± 23</td>
<td>373 ± 31</td>
<td>18 ± 38</td>
<td>-50 ± 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-2</td>
<td>770 ± 30</td>
<td>536.7 ± 8.5</td>
<td>533 ± 12</td>
<td>956 ± 25</td>
<td>237 ± 32</td>
<td>-186 ± 39</td>
<td>-30 ± 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-1</td>
<td>1370 ± 30</td>
<td>952.5 ± 7.2</td>
<td>1042 ± 12</td>
<td>1418 ± 25</td>
<td>328 ± 32</td>
<td>-48 ± 39</td>
<td>-54 ± 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-2</td>
<td>2180 ± 30</td>
<td>1860 ± 13</td>
<td>1890 ± 14</td>
<td>2252 ± 26</td>
<td>290 ± 33</td>
<td>-72 ± 40</td>
<td>-45.3 ± 0.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-3</td>
<td>2820 ± 30</td>
<td>2670 ± 71</td>
<td>2456 ± 14</td>
<td>2854 ± 26</td>
<td>364 ± 33</td>
<td>-34 ± 40</td>
<td>-27.7 ± 0.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-3</td>
<td>3140 ± 30</td>
<td>3194 ± 28</td>
<td>2971 ± 16</td>
<td>3324 ± 27</td>
<td>169 ± 34</td>
<td>-184 ± 40</td>
<td>-4.5 ± 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3190(^f) ± 35</td>
<td></td>
<td>3194 ± 28</td>
<td>2971 ± 16</td>
<td>3324 ± 27</td>
<td>169 ± 34</td>
<td>-184 ± 40</td>
<td>-4.5 ± 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12-1-4</td>
<td>3080 ± 30</td>
<td>3264 ± 11</td>
<td>3051 ± 16</td>
<td>3390 ± 27</td>
<td>29 ± 34</td>
<td>-310 ± 40</td>
<td>11.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-3</td>
<td>3190 ± 30</td>
<td>3383.4 ± 8.8</td>
<td>3167 ± 15</td>
<td>3509 ± 26</td>
<td>23 ± 34</td>
<td>-310 ± 40</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3313(^f) ± 35</td>
<td></td>
<td>3383 ± 8.8</td>
<td>3167 ± 15</td>
<td>3509 ± 26</td>
<td>23 ± 34</td>
<td>-310 ± 40</td>
<td>12.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-4</td>
<td>3420 ± 30</td>
<td>3515 ± 11</td>
<td>3307 ± 14</td>
<td>3617 ± 26</td>
<td>113 ± 33</td>
<td>-197 ± 40</td>
<td>-0.520 ± 0.005</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-5</td>
<td>3610 ± 30</td>
<td>3664 ± 24</td>
<td>3411 ± 16</td>
<td>3735 ± 27</td>
<td>199 ± 34</td>
<td>-125 ± 40</td>
<td>-6.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8-2</td>
<td>3710 ± 30</td>
<td>3862 ± 26</td>
<td>3566 ± 16</td>
<td>3893 ± 27</td>
<td>144 ± 34</td>
<td>-183 ± 40</td>
<td>5.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-2</td>
<td>3870 ± 30</td>
<td>3885 ± 20</td>
<td>3582 ± 9.0</td>
<td>3913 ± 24</td>
<td>288 ± 31</td>
<td>-43 ± 38</td>
<td>-11.8 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-2</td>
<td>4490 ± 30</td>
<td>5127 ± 17</td>
<td>4500 ± 14</td>
<td>4833 ± 23</td>
<td>-10 ± 33</td>
<td>-343 ± 38</td>
<td>63.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4347(^f) ± 34</td>
<td></td>
<td>5127 ± 17</td>
<td>4500 ± 14</td>
<td>4833 ± 23</td>
<td>-10 ± 33</td>
<td>-343 ± 38</td>
<td>63.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-1</td>
<td>4740 ± 30</td>
<td>5427 ± 19</td>
<td>4627 ± 12</td>
<td>5044 ± 25</td>
<td>113 ± 32</td>
<td>-304 ± 39</td>
<td>68.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4911(^f) ± 45</td>
<td></td>
<td>5427 ± 19</td>
<td>4627 ± 12</td>
<td>5044 ± 25</td>
<td>113 ± 32</td>
<td>-304 ± 39</td>
<td>68.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-1</td>
<td>5310 ± 40</td>
<td>5964 ± 15</td>
<td>5234 ± 15</td>
<td>5586 ± 23</td>
<td>76 ± 43</td>
<td>-276 ± 46</td>
<td>62.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5207(^f) ± 42</td>
<td></td>
<td>5964 ± 15</td>
<td>5234 ± 15</td>
<td>5586 ± 23</td>
<td>76 ± 43</td>
<td>-276 ± 46</td>
<td>62.3 ± 0.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Calendar years before AD 1950.

\(^b\) U-Th ages were converted to atmosphere (marine) model ages (1σ) using Intcal09 (Marine09) data (Reimer et al., 2009).

\(^c\) The marine model age error (1σ) is the mean of the span of the mean and oldest/youngest 14C ages.

\(^d\) R and ΔR were calculated using Eq. (1) and (2), respectively. The 1σ error is \(1σ_{14C\ age} + 1σ_{\ model\ age}\)^1/2.

\(^e\) The 1σ error is \(1σ_{U-Th\ age} + 1σ_{\ model\ age}\)^1/2.

\(^f\) 14C ages done in Xi'an accelerator mass spectrometry center.